
English Year 5 

Week beginning 11.05.20 

 

Monday: 

We are going to start looking at William Shakespeare this week and some of his plays so I thought it would be good 

today to start with finding out a bit about him using the document ‘Comprehension William Shakespeare’. Read the 

text through first, then read a question and find the answer or evidence for the answer in the text before writing it 

down. I have included the answers so that you can mark yourself and can understand where you could have gained 

more marks. 

Tuesday: 

Today we will be looking at a quite mysterious piece of writing, the Prologue from Romeo and Juliet which is a play 

written by William Shakespeare. The Prologue is like an introduction and a narrator is explaining to the audience 

some background information before the play properly starts so that it makes more sense to them. It’s old and it’s 

not written for children, but I think we can work together to understand it. Look at the ‘Prologue’ and see if you can 

read it out loud. Don’t try hard to understand, but see if you can spot any patterns in the language. Now watch this 

clip of the prologue https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiqSI3_rBLE   

Watch it again and see if you can make a note of any alliteration and the rhyming pattern. Even though we can’t 

understand it all, what mood would you say it has? Now have a go at reading the ‘Prologue rewrite and questions’. 

This piece of writing explain what is happening in the prologue in a clearer way. Have a go at answering the 

questions.  Now watch this performance of the prologue from a modern film of Romeo and Juliet: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beV56hp4T3w  

Which video did you like better? Which did you think made the meaning clearer? What do you think might happen in 

the play? 

Wednesday:  

Today we are going to read the first two Romeo and Juliet pages from Mr William Shakespeare’s Plays by Marcia 

Williams. She has kept the story but changed some of the words to make it easier for you to understand. Read 

through the text ‘Romeo and Juliet part 1’ (if you can talk about with somebody this might be helpful but don’t worry 

if not) and the answer the questions in full sentences.  

Thursday: 

Today, like yesterday, we are going to read the second two Romeo and Juliet pages from Mr William Shakespeare’s 

Plays by Marcia Williams. Read through the text ‘Romeo and Juliet part 2’ (if you can talk about with somebody this 

might be helpful but don’t worry if not) and the answer the questions in full sentences. Have a think about these 

questions: Did the story end as you expected? What surprises were there? Are there any puzzles? Do you think that 

the story has a message? Watch this Synopsis Song video (Sorry about the terrible singing but the words are 

helpful!). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0wqNS53lnE Which parts of the story does it make sound most 

important? 

Friday: 

Friday is fun day so we are going to be a little silly today. Read the document ‘Romeo and Juliet scenes’; it contains 

three scenes from the play that have been edited slightly. Once you have read them through pick the one you like 

and understand the most and have a go at acting it out. You might be able to do this with family members or you can 

have a go at being all the characters (see my video ‘Miss Thom does Shakespeare’). Experiment with different 

expressions, voices, movements and even costumes. Have fun!  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiqSI3_rBLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beV56hp4T3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0wqNS53lnE


Spellings: 

This week we are looking at adverbials of place. 

1. nearby 

2. everywhere 

3. nowhere 

4. inside 

5. downstairs 

6. outside 

7. upstairs 

8. underneath 

9. behind 

10. somewhere 

You must learn these words during the week and have test on them next Monday. You must make sure you 

understand what they mean. To help you learn them you could: rainbow write, pyramid write, play hangman, write 

in silly sentences or correctly write down two of the words as many times as you can in one minute. Good luck! 

 

Guided reading: 

Read the sixth chapter of Fireweed.  

Remember to discuss the story with someone if you can, and look up any words that are unfamiliar or new.  

 


